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ABOUT US
ID&C has supplied 10 million+ RFID wristbands and credentials to thousands 
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the importance of quality, accuracy, speed and value.

At the heart of ID&C is innovation and over the years we have developed 
products that have been adopted by the majority of major events and venues 
in the UK and beyond.

In January 2020 ID&C was acquired by CCL Industries (a world leader in 
specialty label, security and packaging solutions for global corporations, 
government institutions, small businesses and consumers) and now forms 
part of CCL’s Avery segment.
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CUSTOM 
WRISTBANDS

Our most popular product, wristbands are a staple of the 
events industry with limitless posibilities.

With every wristband fully customisable, design your own 
or take advantage of our in-house artwork team.
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WOVEN 
WRISTBANDS

Woven bands include up 
to 8 different threads, 
including neon and glitter 
colours to choose from.

Woven threads create a 
one-sided design with a 

comfortable feel.

The classic festival wristband available with woven fabric. 
Fitted with a black barrel lock as standard.

Ink stamped serialisation
Woven serialisation
Barcodes and variable data
Kimble tag
Super stiching on ends
Glow in the dark thread
Soft fabric backing

Additional Features

NEON THREADS

GLITTER THREADS SERIALISATION & 
VARIABLE DATA

SMARTCARDS

Key Info
Size: 16 or 20 x 350mm
Lead time: 2 weeks
Min. quantity: 25

Our range of neon threads help your 
design stand out, and will illuminate under  
UV light.

Smartcards can be used to highlight your 
logo, add a barcode or QR code and can 
also be set up for RFID connectivity.

Use serialisation to enhance the security 
of your event, making each band unique.

Glitter threads work great for a bright 
base colour or a fun highlight.

Over 10 different secure 
and adjustable locks to 

choose from.
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Printed bands allow for 
the full colour spectrum, 
gradients and edge-to-
edge printing.

PRINTED 
WRISTBANDS

More versatile than woven, 
allowing smaller details, 

gradients and other 
effects.

Premium fabric with a 
smooth satin finish.

Laser cut serialisation
Dye sublimation serialisation
Barcodes and variable data to 
be printed on a smartcard.

Additional Features

Printed fabric wristbands provide a more versatile 
solution for your event, while just as secure as woven.

SMARTCARDS

CHOOSE YOUR 
SIZE

SERIALISATION

Fabric wristbands measure 350mm, 
with widths of either 16 or 20mm.

Use serialisation to enhance the security 
of your event, making each band unique.

Smartcards can be used to highlight your 
logo, add a barcode or QR code and can 
also be set up for RFID connectivity.

DOUBLE SIDED 
PRINT

STOCK DESIGNS

Printed bands allow the option of a 
double sided wristband.

We also have a range of stock designs to 
help cater for an array of events.

Key Info
Size: 16 or 20 x 350mm
Lead time: 2-3 weeks
Min. quantity: 25
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FABRIC  
LOCK TYPES

The round barrel lock is our standard 
secure lock.

Barrel Lock

Match the lock to any pantone colour to 
suit your design or branding.

Coloured Barrel Lock

For the extra detail, why not print your 
logo on the barrel lock?

Printed Barrel Lock

Doing exactly as the name suggests, 
these locks are ideal for clubs and parties.

Glow in the Dark Barrel Lock

A flat, slimmer version of our standard 
barrel lock.

Stadium Lock

This lock meets the wristband at the side 
rather than going straight through.

Side Load Barrel Lock

With flat, square edges, the square barrel 
lock can fit stickers including QR codes.

Square Barrel Lock

SECURE

SECURE

SECURE

SECURE

SECURE

SECURE

SECURE
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Reduce your plastic usage with the lock 
made from bamboo.

Secure your wristband with a metal ring. 
Crimping tools can be hired or bought 
separately

Bamboo Lock

Metal Ring

An all-in-one lock and wristband that is 
easy to apply and difficult to remove.

Loop Lock

With many variations, the adjustable bead 
is the best choice for casual events.

Adjustable Bead

As well as standard black, the adjustable 
bead comes in white at no extra cost.

White Bead

For a less bulky adjustable bead, choose 
the slim slider.

Slim Slider

The wooden bead is a more natural 
alternative to the plastic bead.

Wooden Bead

Add some shine to your wristband with 
the adjustable metal bead.

Metal Bead

SECURE

SECURE

SECURE

ADJUSTABLE

ADJUSTABLE

ADJUSTABLE

ADJUSTABLE

ADJUSTABLE
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SILICONE 
WRISTBANDS

As well as standard adults 
size we also produce 
smaller wristbands for 
children.

A comfortable and stylish accessory, our silicone 
wristbands are perfect for casual events, charitable 
awareness campaigns and more.

Lead time: 2-3 weeks
Min. quantity: 50

Static QR code
Individually wrapped
Glow in the dark bases

Additional FeaturesKey Info

EXTRA WIDE 
SILICONE

MULTICOLOURED 
SILICONE

DEBOSSED 
SILICONE

EMBOSSED 
SILICONE

INK-FILLED 
SILICONE

PRINTED
SILICONE

Create a sunken design to give your 
wristband more texture.

Includes up to three print colours.

If standard 12mm aren’t enough, choose a 
thicker 25mm width.

For a more vibrant gradient effect you 
can merge base colours together.

Embossing is another way of adding 
texture, creating a raised design.

Adds colour to your debossed design.

Wristbands are pantone 
matched and can print up 

to 3 colours.

Choose to have your 
wristband printed, 
embossed, debossed or 
ink-filled.
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VINYL 
WRISTBANDS

The classic wristband, widely used across a range of 
music and sporting events, festivals and parties. The 
snap lock provides a highly secure and tamper evident 
closure system.

Full colour vinyl allows for 
barcodes, serialisation and 
variable data, making your 

event more secure.

L-shapes are the most
common vinyl wristband 

and comes in 28 base 
colours.

A cheaper alternative to 
fabric bands, the full colour 
print means your designs 
can be just as creative.

Serialisation can be made 
to your specification or 
randomly generated.

Lead time: 1-2 days
Min. quantity: 50
5 shapes to choose from.
Printed on sheets of 10.

Barcodes & QR codes
Variable data & serialisation
UV ink
Holographic sticker

Additional FeaturesKey Info

Printed on sheets of 10, 
vinyl does not allow for 
edge-to-edge printing.

Choose from a range 
of shapes to give your 
wristband and event some 
unique flair.
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One colour print still allows 
for serialisation to make 

your event secure.

There are unlimited print 
colours to choose from, so 
we can always match your 
brand.

Tabbed bands provide 
tokens for your event, with 
wristbands of up to 10 tabs 

available.

Tabbed bands are one 
colour print only with 
limited print colours.

Our standard vinyl wristband is the 
l-shape, featuring our widest range of
base colours, with 28 to choose from.

Glitterbands do exactly as the name 
suggests, with a glitter finish on a wavy, 
koolband shape across 5 colours.

Our koolbands are similar to l-shape, but 
add a wavy edge to make your product 
stand out. 18 base colours available.

Laser circle are the premium l-shape 
wristband, featuring holographic circles 
for added security; a choice of 8 colours.

Tabbed bands feature detachable tokens 
for your events. One colour print only, 
with up to 10 tabs available.

If you need more space for your design, 
why not try our wide face vinyl?
16 base colours available.

Tabbed bands have a 2 
week lead time, with 3 tab 

express available within 
4 days.

L-SHAPE

KOOLBAND

GLITTERBAND

WIDE FACE

LASER CIRCLE

TABBED BAND
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CHROMA 
WRISTBANDS

Perfect when you need a 
full colour print on a short 

turn-around.

Full colour with HD digital 
print. Water resistant 
glossy finish

We have a range of 
seasonal stock designs for 
quick, full colour festive 
fun

Soft but durable paper style wristband. Ideal for single 
day events. Our full colour bands are made from a 
tyvek-like material which is tamper and tear resistant.

Chroma is fit for barcodes 
and other forms of 

serialisation.

Size: 1 inch
Lead time: 1-2 days
Min. quantity: 108
Sold in sheets of 12

Barcodes & QR codes
Variable data & serialisation
Holographic sticker

Additional Features
Key Info

Solid backdrops can be 
any colour you choose, 

though pantone matching 
cannot be guaranteed.
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TYVEK 
WRISTBANDS

Widely used for admission 
control at events, 

nightclubs and parties.

Easy to apply to the 
wrist and once secured, a 
tamper evident adhesive 
prevents it being removed.

Classic single-day paper wristband. Available with black 
print only. Our tyvek wristbands are a cheap yet secure 
solution for any event.

Classic single-day paper wristband. Available with black 
print only. Our tyvek wristbands are a cheap yet secure 
solution for any event.

Size: 19mm (3/4 inch)
Lead time: 24 hours
Min. quantity: 10
Sold in sheets of 10

Secondary serialisation
Holographic sticker
QR code sticker

Additional Features
Key Info

Tyvek wristbands are 
black print only, but offer 

a range of colours and 
striped patterns.

29 base colours to choose 
from!

As well as custom designs 
we have a number of pre-
made designs to cater for 
your event.

Paper-like material makes 
it easy to write on.
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LANYARDS

Worn around the neck, lanyards are an easily noticable 
form of ID and security.

We offer both stock and fully customised lanyards, as well 
as a wide range of accessories and add-ons.
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Our full colour lanyards are custom printed using a dye 
sublimation process onto soft, smooth satin. 
The high quality finish makes them perfect for branding 
at events.

Size: 15 or 20 x 900mm
        Additional widths available  
        on request.
Lead time: 2-3 weeks
Min. quantity: 25

Metallic screen print
Reflective strip
Removable buckle
Multiple attachments
Clear plastic wallets

Additional FeaturesKey Info

FULL COLOUR 
LANYARDS

Customise your clips to 
be either single or double 
ended.

Print as many colours as 
you like with full colour 
edge to edge printing.

Full colour lanyards are 
also available for express 
delivery - made and 
shipped within 2 weeks.

Full colour print allows 
for gradients and detailed 

patterns as well as 
pantone matching the 

base colour.

Customise the lanyard 
with a variety of mid-fabric 
attachments
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SCREEN PRINTED 
LANYARDS

Size: 15 or 20 x 900mm
        Additional widths available  
        on request.
Lead time: 2-3 weeks
Min. quantity: 25

Metallic screen print
Multiple attachments
Clear plastic wallets

Additional plain stock lanyards

Additional FeaturesKey Info

Custom text and logos are screen printed directly onto 
a ribbed polyester material for this lanyard. The high 
quality finish makes them perfect for branding at events.

Dog clip comes as 
standard. 
See pages 30-31 for the 
full range of lanyard clips.

Ribbed polyester is 
pantone matched to help 
guarantee consistency 
with your brand identity.

One colour print as 
standard, while two 
colours can be requested.

Reflective strip makes it 
easy to stay seen. Perfect 
for evening events.

Underglue provides a 
smooth, raised print 

surface to allow for more 
intricate detailing.

Detachable buckles allow 
easy removal of laminates 
and ID cards.
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LANYARD 
CLIP TYPES

Dog Clip

Gold Gog Clip

Lobster Clip

Tension Clip

Plastic Tension Clip

Crocodile Clip

Split Ring

Double-Ended Dog Clip

Badge Reel
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LANYARD 
ACCESSORIES

Choose either our full 
colour or screen printed 

lanyards, both are perfect 
for this premium clip.

The metal bar clip can be 
plain or custom engraved 
to match your brand.

Our premium sport 
lanyards come fitted 
with a metal bar clip that 
securely holds a laminated 
ID badge.

Made to protect your cards and 
prevent them from becoming bent 
or scratched. 

Our rigid, open-faced card holders 
feature a slot for attaching a 
lanyard and are available in a 
range of base colours to best 
match your brand.

Plastic lanyard pouches and wallets 
can be used to carry and display 
any kind of event pass, conference 
ID or name badge. Each lanyard 
wallet and pass holder has a hole 
to attach a lanyard.

ID CARD HOLDER

CLEAR LANYARD POUCHES

PREMIUM SPORT LANYARD
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EVENT 
PASSES

Event passes are a classic addition to security accreditation 
for any festival, event, concert or tour.

Our extensive range of custom passes cover all your needs 
and provide flexible solutions for your events.
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LAMINATE 
PASSES

Size: 

Lead time: 5 days+
Min. quantity: 25+

Barcodes, QR codes, variable 
data and serialisation
Security stickers
Holographic foiling
Tear-proof passes
Hard PVC passes
Neon pink print

Additional FeaturesKey Info

Choose a single or double 
hole punch, or a slot hole 
to best suit your design 
and lanyard.

Full colour double 
sided print with a wide 
range of further visual 
customisation options.

Work with our design team 
to create a unique shape 
for your event.

Create a custom laminate 
in any shape of your 
choosing.

Add a UV print for a more 
secure laminate pass.

UV LAMINATE PASS

Large print area to 
showcase your event in the 
best possible light.

The perfect lanyard 
accompaniment which is 
also 100% waterproof.

70x100mm standard size
Custom sizes and shapes  
available
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The satin passes can be 
written on and re-applied 
multiple times before 
losing their tack.

Made from a self-adhesive 
material that is malleable 
to clothing and flight cases 
for tours and concerts. 

Choose from a range of 
laminate sizes and all of 
our customisation options.

Variable data allows for 
unique photos for each 
member of your team.

Get creative with a unique 
full colour design to match 
your company or event.

For further security add 
a barcode or QR code to 
scan.

TEAR-OFF LAMINATE

ID CARDS

SHIMMER LAMINATE

SATIN STICKY PASS

Bronze, silver and gold 
finishes in a range of sizes 
beyond the standard 
70x100mm

Full colour print on one 
side with a mirror finish on 

the reverse.

If the standard 3-tab 
laminate is not enough we 
can provide as many as 10 
removable tabs.

Add tear-off tokens for 
your guests to use at your 
events.
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LENTICULAR 
PASSES

Lead time: 3-4 weeks
Min. quantity: 1,000
Various sizes to choose from.

Lead time: 3 weeks
Min. quantity: 100
Various sizes to choose from.

Commemorative Lenticular Standard Lenticular Pass

Our lenticular laminates are made from the same quality materials as our 
standard laminates but feature a lenticular (or holographic) effect.

Durable and perfect for 
VIP experiences, especially 
when attached to a 
customised lanyard.

Create a holographic 
effect and show off two 

designs with the lenticular 
laminate pass.

Why not gift event 
attendees with a 
commemorative magnet 
with lenticular effect?

Large print area allows for 
your designs to shine like 

never before.

COMMEMORATIVE LENTICULAR

STANDARD LENTICULAR PASS

Choose from a magnetic 
or double sided lenticular 
effect.
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EVENT 
GUIDES

Enhance your event experience with our tear-proof 
festival guides. Use them to guide your attendees, fans, 
crew and guests around the site and provide key event 
information.

Size: 70x100mm
Lead time: 2 weeks
Min. quantity: 100

Barcodes, variable data & 
serialisation
Security foil

Additional FeaturesKey Info

Attract sponsor 
involvement to use your 

guides as an extra revenue 
stream.

The tear-proof guides are 
ideal for longer events 
and enhance the guest 

experience.

Include between 3 and 
10 passes per guide, each 
with double sided print.

Festival guides can also 
be printed on recyclable 
paper; our full eco range 
available from page 74.

Both matte and gloss 
finishes to choose from.

Like our laminate passes, 
these guides can be made 
to custom shapes.



All of our mirror hooks 
can feature barcodes, 
serialisation and other 
forms of variable data.
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MIRROR HOOK 
PASSES

Our standard mirror hook 
is printed on silky 300gsm 

card which can be easily 
recycled.

All our mirror hooks are 
printed double sided as 
standard.

Size: 82x202mm
Lead time: 7 days
Min. quantity: 100

Size: 70x160mm
Lead time: 3-4 weeks
Min. quantity: 100

Size: 89x216mm
Lead time: 3 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

STANDARD MIRROR 
HOOK

HARD PVC MIRROR 
HOOK

SOFT PVC MIRROR 
HOOK

Hard PVC mirror hooks 
are perfect for long term 
events.

Our soft PVC mirror hooks 
provide a more sturdy 
alternative.



Tampering is clear and 
evident to prevent reuse.
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Our tamper proof car stickers 
will eliminate the chance of pass 
backs between visitors. Each pass 
features a kiss cut perforation 
which makes the sticker split 
into pieces when removed from 
a windscreen.

Size: 100mm or 150mm diameter
Lead time: 3 weeks
Min. quantity: 250

TAMPER-PROOF 
PARKING PASS

PARKING 
PASSES

These economical passes provide 
a simple way to identify vehicles 
at your event and have optional 
security enhancements - including 
holograms, variable data, barcodes 
and RFID. Easily manage on-site 
vehicle access.

Size: A5, A6 or 100x70mm
Lead time: 3 days
Min. quantity: 50

PRINTED 
PARKING PASS

Sticker peels off without difficulty 
or residue for easy application to 
windshield.

Size: 12 shapes available
Lead time: 2 weeks
Min. quantity: 100

SELF CLING 
PARKING PASS
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OTHER 
PRODUCTS

Explore what more ID&C has to offer, with a range of 
additional and specialty products to give your event the 
extra edge.
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Cardstock material is 
environmentally friendly 
and can be easily recycled.

Made to withstand Royal 
Mail distribution.

Premium fulfilment option, 
ideal for VIP and high 

profile events.

Can fit multiple 
wristbands, lanyards, 
tickets & laminates.

Includes box assembly as 
standard.

16pt cardstock with 
satin finish.

Size: 287x127mm
Lead time: 2-3 weeks
Min. quantity: 250

Gloss or soft touch coating
Custom sizes
Variable data and serialisation
Security foil

Additional Features
Key Info

CREDENTIALS 
PACK

Our credential & presentation packs are a great way to 
send out tickets, wristbands and lanyards to your VIP 
guests. The packs can be custom printed to suit any 
design and provide a fantastic memento for your event.
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Lead time: 2-3 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Flyer: 107x215mm
Standard: 140x215mm
Tri-fold: 140x215mm
Wide pocket: 11.5x4.75 inches

Key Info

WRISTBAND 
MAILER

Use our wristband mailers to send your wristbands to 
event attendees. If you are choosing one of our RFID 
options, the mailer can feature clear RFID activation 
instructions. They are perfect for providing ticket holders 
with all the pre-event information they need.

You can also use the mailer 
to increase your sponsor 
exposure to a captive 
audience.

The mailer features a 
pre-prepared adhesive 
strip - simply remove the 
protective cover to fasten.

A great way to get fans 
even more excited for your 
event.

Made from cardstock, this 
product is easy to recycle.The mailers have plenty of 

room to fit lanyards and 
event passes too.
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RFID 
SOLUTIONS

RFID is the technology reshaping the way event organisers 
control access, manage transactions and engage their 
audiences.

Take the next step to bring your event to the next level.



RFID wristband technology is re-shaping the way event organisers control 
access, manage transactions and engage their audiences. 

ID&C offers a range of tried and tested RFID products designed to enhance 
live events for organisers and fans.
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WHY CHOOSE 
RFID?

SECURITY
& CONTROL

The opportunity for theft and 
fraud is reduced when guests only 
need to wear a wristband. There’s 
no need to carry cash, credit cards 
or even a wallet. And, just like a 
credit card, if an RFID wristband 
is lost or stolen, the system allows 
easy cancellation and re-issue. 

RFID wristbands are associated 
with encrypted, individual IDs, 
so it’s pretty much impossible to 
duplicate them. And if you felt 
like anyone was up to anything 
they shouldn’t be, you can quickly 
deactivate an individual wristband 
to cancel entry into certain areas.

IMPROVE GUEST 
CHECK-IN & ENTRY

Overcomplicated entry and 
admission processes will frustrate 
your guests and negatively affect 
their experience. 

Use RFID systems and wristbands 
to fast track guest entry, reduce 
queuing time and speed up access 
to paid services.
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SOCIAL MEDIA 
ENGAGEMENT

Visitors can link their RFID 
wristbands to their social profiles 
and open-up a whole host of fun 
experiences. Once linked, guests 
can post photos to Instagram 
or ‘check-in’ on Facebook, all by 
tapping their wristband against an 
RFID touch-point. Giving guests 
something to share socially with 
friends also provides free online 
advertising for your brand.

FAMILY FREEDOM

Allowing children to have their own 
wristbands for purchasing food 
and drinks, gives them a sense of 
independence. RFID technology 
allows parents to set spending 
limits, or remove the option for 
payments, leaving it solely as a 
key for room and locker access. 

Parents will also find comfort in  
the fact that if a child is lost, 
RFID wristbands can be used  
to determine the last location  
of the child.

GO CASHLESS
DATA & INSIGHT

RFID works like a contactless 
credit card. RFID wristbands 
enable cashless payments, 
allowing guests to pay for drinks, 
food, and merchandise with a 
quick and easy ‘tap’. All without 
having to worry about handling 
soggy cash or carrying around 
a wallet. 

Furthermore, the disassociation 
with cash that comes from using 
RFID wristbands results in an 
average increase spend per-head 
of between 15-30%. 

You’ll have the ability to collect 
intelligent data and deep analytics 
on your customers behaviour. 
Easily discover how guests use, 
interact with and move around 
your attractions, helping you 
to determine traffic patterns, 
dwell times for services, and tap 
into undiscovered operational 
efficiencies. With RFID cashless 
wristbands in action, you’ll also get 
smart data on purchases, allowing 
for optimized merchandising and 
concessions.
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Laser engraved UID and 
serial number on reverse 

of band.

Woven wristbands can 
feature up to 8 threads 
to help create striking 
designs filled with colour.

Super-stitching ensures 
the chip remains safe and 
secure inside the fabric.

For added flair choose 
from our ranges of glitter 

and neon threads.

Size: 22x350mm
Lead time: 6 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Pantone matched barrel lock
Glow in the dark barrel lock
Kimble tag

Additional FeaturesKey Info

EMBEDDED 
FABRIC RFID

These woven fabric wristbands feature an embedded 
RFID tag, enabling compatibility with any RFID event 
solution including access control, cashless payments 
and social media integration.
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Size: 350 x 16 or 20mm
Lead time: 4-6 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Pantone matched barrel lock
Glow in the dark barrel lock
Kimble tag
Laser engraved variable data

Additional Features
Key Info

X-BAND
SECURE

RFID chips can also be included inside a woven pouch 
which helps to highlight the area to scan. This also allows 
for mixed media, with a full colour wristband and woven 
fabric pouch.

Choose from a printed or 
woven wristband along 
with a woven pouch for 

the RFID chip.

Also available as loop lock 
wristband.

Just like our standard 
wristbands you can use 
glitter and neon threads to 
emphasise your brand.

A great way to create a 
more vibrant and colourful 
wristband.

Available with any RFID 
chip including, NXP Mifare 

Classic 1K, I CODE, and 
NFC.
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Lead time: 4-6 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Printed UID & serial number

Child -  50mm diameter
Small - 55mm diameter
Standard - 65mm diameter
Large - 75mm diameter

Key Info Sizes

X-BAND
ELASTIC

Made from elasticated material, this band is stretchy, 
soft and removable, making it ideal for multi-use. Elastic 
fabric wristbands can be printed in full colour digital 
print on both the outside and inside of the wristband. 

Woven pouches allow for 
designs on both sides of 
the wristband.

A wide range of sizes to 
help cater to your clientele. Securely woven to the 

elastic fabric to help 
guarantee long term 
useage.

Re-usable, stretch 
wristband with integrated 

RFID tag

Stretchy full colour print 
wristband with woven 
pouch.
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Size: 16 or 20 x350mm
Lead time: 3-4 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Barcodes, variable data & 
serialisation
Pantone matched barrel lock
Glow in the dark barrel lock
Kimble tag
Glow in the dark smartcards

Additional FeaturesKey Info

SMARTCARD 
WRISTBANDS Fits both 16mm and 20mm 

wristbands.

PVC smartcard allows for 
full colour print.

Choose our standard 
smartcard, oval or bamboo 
smartcard.

Works with any of our 
fabric wristbands.

Create a design to 
compliment the wristband 
or add important info and 

variable data.

Smartcards allow for a detailed print and can be used 
across our range of fabric wristbands. 

OVAL SMARTCARD

STANDARD SMARTCARD
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Lead time: 6 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Pantone matched base silicone 
comes with up to three printed 
colours.

Like our standard silicone 
wristbands, you can also choose 
to have your design embossed, 
debossed or ink-filled.

NXP Mifare Classic 1k
Fudan 1k
NXP Mifare Ultralight (+ EV1)
NXP ICODE SLI
NXP Mifare Ultralight C
NXP NTAG 21
TK4100 Soft oil coating

Common RFID Chip Types

Additional Features

Key Info Colour Options

100% waterproof and 
durable for long lasting 
use.

Choose from 10 different 
designs, each with various 

levels of customisation.

SILICONE 
WRISTBANDS

These stylish, re-usable silicone wristbands are integrated 
with an RFID chip. 

Water-proof and hard-wearing, these comfortable 
silicone bracelets are a perfect solution for leisure 
complexes, theme parks, water parks, sports activities 
and outdoor events.

RFID chips are embedded 
into the silicone making 

them impossible to 
remove.

Soft silicone is ideal for 
casual events or when the 
wristband can be reused.
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Adjustable strap to fit all.

Two layers of silicone allows for 
a more visually stunning design.

One Size: 77mm diameter

Pop-out style hard plastic oval 
face can be printed in full colour 
for more exciting designs.

Embossed, debossed and  
ink-filled designs not available.

Adult: 65mm diameter
Child: 45mm diameter

Clear oval case with pantone 
matched face and translucent 
stretchy wrist strap.

Embossed, debossed and  
ink-filled designs not available.

Adjustable buckle to fit all with a 
wide face for a large print area.

TWO TONE

POP OUT

WAVY EDGE

WATCH STRAP

Adult: 65mm diameter
Child: 58mm diameter

Adjustable strap makes it a 
one-size fit.

Adult: 62mm diameter
Adult XL: 67mm diameter
Child: 55mm diameter

One Size: 74mm Diameter

ROUND FACE

ADJUSTABLE 
SLIMLINE

OVAL FACE

REGULAR SLIMLINE

Adult: 65mm diameter
Child: 58mm diameter

OBLATE FACE - 
THICK STRAP

Adult: 62mm diameter
Adult XL: 67mm diameter
Child: 55mm diameter

OBLATE FACE - 
THIN STRAP
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Full colour print with a matte or 
gloss finish, these wristbands can 
be dispensed from standard kiosks 
and thermal printers.

A paper-like wristband similar to 
Chroma that prints full colour and 
is 100% waterproof. Barcodes and 
other serialisation is also available.

Size: 250x35mm
Lead time: 4-6 weeks
Min. quantity: 1,000

Lead time: 4 weeks
Min. quantity: 1,000

One colour print on white as 
standard. For bespoke base 
colours and full colour print please 
enquire.

RFID PP WRISTBAND

RFID SYNTHETIC WRISTBANDS

ENCAPSULATED RFID VINYL

OTHER RFID 
WRISTBANDS

Lead time: 4 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Clear/translucent ultrasonic 
welded case.
Laser engraved UID.

LED FABRIC WRISTBAND

4 embedded LEDs with 5 
functions and 12 colours to 
choose from.

Over 1 months continuous 
battery.

Wristband can be either 
woven or printed fabric at 

either 16 or 20mm.

Lead time: 2 weeks
Min. quantity: 1,000
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RFID EVENT 
PASSES

Lead time 4-6 weeks
Min. quantity: 100

Printed on hard PVC, these 
premium RFID laminates are just 
as versatile with the full range of 
shapes and custom designs, while 
adding RFID capabilities.

RFID CARDS

RFID WINDSHIELD 
STICKERS

RFID LAMINATE 
PASSES

RFID MIRROR 
HOOK PASSES

Credit card size RFID cards for 
secure events and hotels. Full 
colour print with gloss or matte 
finish.

Upgrade from our standard 
parking passes by adding RFID 
connectivity to further secure your 
event parking.

Both hard and soft PVC mirror 
hooks can be upgraded with 
RFID for contactless vehicle 
identification.

Lead time: 2-3 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Lead time 4-6 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Lead time: 3-4 weeks
Min quantity: 100
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ECO 
SOLUTIONS

Our ever-expanding eco range helps to reduce the 
environmental impact of your event without compromising 
on quality. We include both recycled and recyclable 
products, as well as natural, biodegradable products.
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Just as versatile as our 
standard lanyards on an 
environmentally friendly 
material.

Ink-stamped serialisation 
is available for enhanced 

security.

Full colour print makes 
it fully customisable, 
with bamboo barrel lock 
included as standard.

Size: 350x16mm
Lead time: 2-3 weeks
Min. quantity: 50

rPET WRISTBANDS

rPET 
PRODUCTS

Size: 15 or 20x900mm
Lead time: 4 weeks
Min. quantity: 50

rPET LANYARDS
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BAMBOO 
FABRIC
Strong and durable 
allowing them to be used 
multiple times.

Extra soft bamboo fabric is 
super comfortable.

Continue to customise 
with your choice of clips. Up to 2 pantone matched 

colours on both sides.

Size: 350x15mm
Lead time: 3-4 weeks
Min. quantity: 1,000

Size: 15 or 20x900mm
Lead time: 4-5 weeks
Min. quantity: 50

BAMBOO 
WRISTBAND

BAMBOO
LANYARD

With consumers increasingly 
considering the environmental 
business impact when making 
purchases, biodegradable 
wristbands are the ideal forward-
thinking solution.

Why not choose the bamboo 
barrel lock? With a bamboo shell 
these locks reduce the amount of 
plastic by 50%.

Bamboo fabric is just as strong and 
durable as our other fabric options 
to last the entirety of your event 
without becoming damaged. They 
can also be recycled.

Provide event goers of their 
memorable experience by fully 
customising your bamboo product 
for your brand.
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LITTER-FREE 
TYVEK

BAMBOO 
SMARTCARDS

As with standard tyvek, 
it is black print only & 
supplied in sheets of 10.

Works with any of our 
fabric wristband options. The peel off tab is non-

removable to keep the 
wristband in one piece and 

prevent excess waste.

Choose from 8 different 
base colours.

Double up on your 
eco-friendly choices by 

including a bamboo barrel 
lock with 50% less plastic.

Lead time: 7 days
Min. quantity: 2,000

Smartcard size: 38x24mm
Lead time: 4-6 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Key Info

Key Info

Your design is laser 
engraved onto the 

bamboo smartcard.

Being environmentally conscious doesn’t mean you have 
to compromise on connectivity, with RFID integration 
available on a range of products, including our bamboo 
smartcards.
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ECO EVENT 
PASSES

100% waterproof with 
either a matte or gloss 
finish.

Our bamboo keycards 
feature an embedded RFID  
chip and are compatible 
with any door lock system.

Printed in the UK using 
a C02 neutral printing 

press to further reduce the 
effect on the environment.

Designs are laser engraved  
on both sides and can be 
fully customised to suit 
your business.

Provides just as much 
versatility for designs as 
our standard laminate 
passes.

3mm thick bamboo 
protects the chip making 
them water resistant and 

a fantastic eco-friendly 
alternative.

Sizes:  50mm diameter
86x54mm

Lead time: 4-5 weeks
Min. quantity: 500

Size: 70x100mm
Lead time: 7 days
Min. quantity: 50

Key Info

RECYCLABLE EVENT PASS

BAMBOO KEYCARD

Many of our existing products can be printed on paper 
or recycled paper to provide eco-friendly alternatives.
Just ask a member of our team.

Key Info
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COVID 
COMPLIANCE

In these uncertain times we want to make sure events we 
supply can be as safe as possible.

Our covid compliance range is aimed to help keep people 
safe whilst still providing event security.
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Made from a breathable, 
quick-drying microfibre 
material, these masks are 
reusable, hypoallergenic 
and non-irritating.

Fully customised face masks, 
designed to work with a PM2.5 
disposable filter that effectively 
blocks particles such as haze, dust, 
and pollen.

Easy to use PPE with up to 96% 
filtration efficiency, these 3-ply 
face masks are ideal for everyday 
use.

2-3 week lead time.
Minimum order of 100

Readily in stock for a 1 day 
turnaround.
Come in packs of 50.

3-PLY DISPOSABLE
FACE MASKS

CUSTOM FACE MASKS

N95 (FFP2) 
FACE MASKS 

WASHABLE MASK 
WITH REMOVABLE 
FILTER

FACE MASKS

Print your custom design 
on these reusable fabric 

face masks.

We also provide masks 
with adjustable straps to 
make it a comfortable fit 

for everyone.

Size: Adult or child
Lead time: 3 weeks
Min. quantity: 50
Machine wash up to 60°c

Fully customisable with a full 
colour print, choose from black 
or white elastic with the mesh 
available in black, white or grey.

Key Info Colour Options

Made of non-woven polypropylene 
spunbond, these are by far the 
most comfortable  masks that we 
have carried. Designed to provide 
advanced respiratory protection.

Readily in stock for a 1 day 
turnaround.
Individually wrapped in packs 
of 10.
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STAY SAFE 
WRISTBANDS

ANTIMICROBIAL 
OVERLAY

LANYARDS 
& PASSES

Our antibacterial self adhesive 
overlay can easily be applied 
to id cards and event passes 
for an effective solution in the 
prevention of spreading viruses. 
The permanent antiviral overlay 
has a strong adhesive to ensure 
it cannot be easily removed or 
peeled off. It is an ideal product 
for passes, as only one application 
is necessary. The active film works 
by eradicating the conditions that 
microbe cells and bacteria need to 
survive and has been proven to be 
99.9% effective.

With a myriad of uses and a quick 
turnaround time, tyvek wristbands 
are an affordable and effective 
way to clearly identify guests and 
staff for your events. 

We have a wide range of pre-
made designs specifically catered 
towards preventing the spread 
of covid-19, while still being fully 
customisable so you can always 
stay on brand.

We also offer a range of pre-
printed double sided lanyards 
and laminate passes to provide 
further covid awareness and help 
maintain social distancing. These 
stock items allow for immediate 
turnaround.

70x100mm
Supplied as 10 sheets of 4 to 
cover 20 cards on both sides.

86x54mm
Supplied as 10 sheets of 10 to 
cover 50 cards on both sides.

Both sizes are readily in stock 
for next day turnaround.

Key info

Our number one priority is the safety and wellbeing of 
our employees, suppliers and customers.

Our hearts and thoughts go out to those who have been 
affected by this pandemic and we appreciate the work our 
healthcare workers, local communities, and governments 
are doing on the front line to contain this virus. 
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